DIGITAL SECURITY FOR FAMILY MEMBERS

TOUCH UP YOUR RELATIVES ONLINE
Research what information is available about your relatives online. Help your family to try and remove it and secure their accounts.

GET THEIR INFORMATION REMOVED FROM ONLINE SITES
Attackers will use people finder sites to look up your relatives online. Get a family subscription to a service that will remove your and their personal data from these sites.

TALK ABOUT SOCIAL MEDIA PRIVACY
Your family may be unaware that the information they share on social media is not restricted and that others have access to this data. Explain to them the difference between public-facing and private accounts, social media settings, and what data is best kept private and why.

TIGHTEN SAFETY AND PRIVACY ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Different social media accounts have different privacy settings which can be confusing. Work with family to help tighten the settings on their accounts to protect personal information. Encourage them to make their accounts private when possible.

SECURE ACCOUNTS
Help family members turn on two-step verification for their accounts. Ask them to create long unique passwords for their accounts.